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beginning of hapter 52. When ou have three sections which are quite parallel

in meaning, and which are introduced with a very parallel sentenced, it is quite
the parts are put

nix evident that/three (/' one whole, arid/the first two thirds under one chapter,

and the other one under another chapter. It is not a reasonable way of 1

making chapters. So that, if you are going to study it as a unit, either
one

study fifty-one/to tk eight as a unit and fiftyc'rie nine on fifty-two somewhere

or else take fifty-one and on to the first pai't of the chaer fifty-two/

as one unit. Chapter divisions in the Lible srmetimes is quite good and
(3.4,?)

sometimes are quite j bad. I heard Morgan said, he thought
cases

that nine/out of ten were definite1 Tng. I think that's much too extreme.
nit

I think in many cases they are excellent. But I would/recommend changing any
very eo

of them. They are so/ useful M' findLy{j places. That is better when you

have something, even if it is not the best one to have it as a means éfi finding

places, and (3.00) different places

So it is unforunate that in good many places they are - (2.P5)

think it' nuch better to train people to ire the chapter division except

for finding laces, HI tr r.. tha c1pte' d1viin. (2.88)

I think that is what we have to do with our (2.70)

I wish we could control and rove our whole writing system to adopt a

decent one, but we probably cnatt, because there are so many books written
ies

in it, so many secretar/ have 'earned, ' many po1le Mve learned at school.

'1e Just have to continue with this (2.30
It

Eut w re stuck with it. Certainly %% is a lot better to have uniformity
ifwould spell words

on a poor system thin c±x every boc:r w1Xi/ll/i/%y(/$aA1n/ late 2.3))

like it was in the English about 300 years ago. For one same persons would
or four

spell same words in three/different ways. I think we are getting settled. It
c

is good to have a gradual one and only a rigid, better one.

So nrch more fortunat. 4e11, this secMr'n then is all pointing out how sad
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